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ABSTRACT
We present an analysis of the light curve (LC) decline rates (∆m15) of 407 normal and peculiar supernovae (SNe) Ia and global
parameters of their host galaxies. As previously known, there is a significant correlation between the ∆m15 of normal SNe Ia
and global ages (morphologies, colours, masses) of their hosts. On average, those normal SNe Ia that are in galaxies from the
Red Sequence (early-type, massive, old hosts) have faster declining LCs in comparison with those from the Blue Cloud (late-
type, less massive, younger hosts) of the colour–mass diagram. The observed correlations between the ∆m15 of normal SNe Ia
and hosts’ parameters appear to be due to the superposition of at least two distinct populations of faster and slower declining
normal SNe Ia from older and younger stellar components. We show, for the first time, that the ∆m15 of 91bg- and 91T-like
SNe, considered separately, are independent of host morphology and colour, but originate from different populations in the
colour–mass diagram, diverging in age. 91bg-like (91T-like) SNe arise only from old (resp. young) stellar populations of hosts.
On average, the youngest global ages of 02cx-like SNe hosts and their positions in the colour–mass diagram hint that these
events likely originate from young stellar population, but they differ from 91T-like events in the LC decline rate. Finally, we
discuss the possible explosion channels and present our favoured SN Ia models that have the potential to explain the observed
SN-host relations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In the realm of stellar explosions, Type Ia supernovae (SNe Ia) are
believed to be the evolutionary endpoint, accompanied by the ther-
monuclear explosion, of carbon-oxygen (CO) white dwarf (WD)
stars in interacting close binary systems (e.g. Maeda & Terada
2016). These events play a key role in understanding the evolution
of binary stellar systems (e.g. Ruiter, Belczynski & Fryer 2009), the
chemical enrichment of galaxies (e.g. Matteucci & Greggio 1986),
and the nature of accelerating expansion of the Universe (e.g. Riess
et al. 1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999).
It is now clear that Type Ia SNe are not a homogeneous popu-
lation of WD explosions, as they display a variety of photometric
and spectroscopic properties (see reviews by Taubenberger 2017;
Jha 2017). In the local Universe, in comparison with moderately
uniform normal SNe Ia (Branch, Fisher & Nugent 1993), about one
third of all SNe Ia events have peculiar characteristics (e.g. Li et al.
2011; Graur et al. 2017). The most common subclasses of peculiar
SNe Ia are: i) 91T-like events (Filippenko et al. 1992b; Phillips et al.
1992), which are overluminous at theB-band maximum (∼ 0.6 mag
more luminous than normal SNe Ia) and have slow-declining light
? E-mail: artur.hakobyan@yerphi.am (AAH); l.barkhudaryan@yerphi.am (LVB)
curves (LCs), with distinctive pre-peak spectra dominated by Fe III
lines, ii) 91bg-like SNe (Filippenko et al. 1992a; Leibundgut et al.
1993; Turatto et al. 1996), which are subluminous events (∼ 2 mag
less luminous than normal ones) and have fast-declining LCs, with
post-maximum spectra dominated by unusually strong O I and Ti II
lines, and iii) low luminosity (more than 2 mag fainter than normal
SNe Ia) and faster declining 02cx-like SNe (also called SNe Iax, Li
et al. 2003; Foley et al. 2013), with early spectra resembling those
of 91T-like events. There is also a tiny percentage of other pecu-
liar SNe Ia, including the faint but slowly declining 02es-like SNe,
so called Ca-rich transients, the extremely luminous 06gz-like (also
called super-Chandrasekhar) SNe, and other SNe Ia with spectra
showing evidence of interaction with the circumstellar medium (see
e.g. Taubenberger 2017, for a review on the extremes of SNe Ia).
In general, the behaviour of the LCs of SN Ia depends on the mass
of synthesized radioactive 56Ni, the kinetic energy of the explosion,
and the opacity of the ejecta (e.g. Arnett 1982; Mazzali et al. 2007).
Importantly, Type Ia SNe show a key relation between their lumi-
nosity at the B-band maximum and their LC decline rate ∆m15
(i.e. magnitude difference between the maximum and 15 days af-
ter, Phillips 1993). This is known as the width-luminosity relation
(faster declining SNe Ia are fainter) that played an enormous role
in standardization of SNe Ia and their use in cosmology as the best
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distance indicators. However, the width-luminosity relation is well
established for normal SNe Ia, while peculiar events deviate, some-
times very strongly, from that relation (see e.g. Ashall et al. 2016;
Taubenberger 2017). Note that the ∆m15 and colours of SNe Ia are
also related: the faster declining events correspond to the intrinsi-
cally redder SNe (e.g. Phillips et al. 1999).
Theoretically, there are many possibilities in the proposed pro-
genitor channels for Type Ia SNe that are still under debate (see e.g.
Livio & Mazzali 2018; Ruiter 2020), however they are generally
categorized into the following main classes; the single-degenerate
(SD) and double-degenerate (DD) channels, both of which proba-
bly occur in nature (e.g. Hillebrandt et al. 2013). In the SD channel
(e.g. Whelan & Iben 1973), a degenerate WD grows in mass through
accretion from a non-degenerate companion, consequently causing
an explosion when the WD mass reaches the Chandrasekhar mass
limit (≈ 1.4M). The non-degenerate companion can be a main-
sequence/subgiant star, or a red giant, or a helium (He) star (e.g.
Nomoto, Iwamoto & Kishimoto 1997). In the DD channel (e.g. Iben
& Tutukov 1984), an explosion occurs when two degenerate WDs
coalescence or interact through accretion with each other in a binary
system, after having been brought together due to the loss of orbital
angular momentum via the emission of gravitational waves.
Many studies attempted to constrain the nature of SNe Ia
progenitors by exploring the relations between the spectro-
scopic/photometric properties of SNe Ia and the global character-
istics of their host galaxies (or of the site of explosion), such as mor-
phology, colour, star formation rate (SFR), mass, metallicity, and
age of the stellar population (e.g. Hamuy et al. 2000; Howell 2001;
Gallagher et al. 2005; Howell et al. 2009; Neill et al. 2009; Sul-
livan et al. 2010; Gonza´lez-Gaita´n et al. 2011; Gupta et al. 2011;
Johansson et al. 2013; Pan et al. 2014; Ashall et al. 2016; Roman
et al. 2018; Meng 2019; Pruzhinskaya et al. 2020). In short, these
studies showed that more luminous and slower declining SNe Ia ex-
plode, on average, in galaxies with later morphological type, lower
mass, higher specific SFR, and younger stellar population age (for
SN local environment as well). Kang et al. (2020) recently claimed a
significant correlation between the SN Ia luminosity (or LC decline
rate) and the stellar population age of its host, at a 99.5 per cent
confidence level. They suggested that the previously reported cor-
relations with host morphology, mass, and SFR are originated from
the difference in population age (see also Rigault et al. 2013; Chil-
dress et al. 2014; Rose et al. 2019). However, SN Ia samples in these
studies consist only of spectroscopically normal events with known
LC properties, or sometimes include only a tiny portion of peculiar
SNe Ia. Therefore, the relations between LC properties of peculiar
SNe Ia and the characteristics of their host galaxies have not been
explored in such detail as it was done for normal SNe Ia.
In our recent paper (Barkhudaryan et al. 2019), we comparatively
studied elliptical host galaxies (distances 6 150 Mpc) of 66 nor-
mal SNe Ia and 41 subluminous/91bg-like events from the footprint
of the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS), without considering SN Ia
LC properties. Our results supported the earlier suggestion (e.g. Gal-
lagher et al. 2005, 2008) that the characteristics of normal SNe Ia
and 91bg-like events depend more on age than on mass or metal-
licity of the elliptical host galaxies. We showed, that the majority
of the elliptical hosts of 91bg-like events are very old (> 8 Gyr)
in comparison with those of normal SNe Ia, which are on average
bluer and might have more residual star formation that gives rise to
younger/prompt SNe Ia progenitors. In other words, we showed that
the age distribution of 91bg-like SNe hosts does not extend down to
the stellar ages that produce significant u-band fluxes in early-type
hosts of normal SNe Ia, thus younger stars in these hosts do not pro-
duce 91bg-like SNe. Therefore, we concluded that the delay time1
distribution (DTD) of 91bg-like SNe is likely weighted toward long
delay times, larger than several Gyr (see also Crocker et al. 2017;
Panther et al. 2019). These results led us to favour SN Ia progen-
itor models such as He-ignited violent mergers (e.g. Pakmor et al.
2013) that have the potential to explain the different DTDs of nor-
mal SNe Ia and 91bg-like events.
In the present study, we significantly improved the inclusion of
various spectroscopic subclasses of Type Ia SNe (normal SN Ia and
peculiar 91T-, 91bg- and 02cx-like events) from host galaxies with
almost all Hubble morphological types, including objects not only
from the SDSS, but also from the Panoramic Survey Telescope and
Rapid Response System (Pan-STARRS) and the SkyMapper South-
ern Sky Survey, thus covering the entire sky. In addition, instead
of relying only on the discrete spectroscopic classifications, SNe Ia
in our sample now have the available continuous and extinction-
independent LC decline rate (∆m15) values in the B-band. The
goals of this paper are to properly identify the diversity of SNe Ia and
better constrain the nature (i.e. the progenitor channel, through the
DTD) of their different subclasses through a comprehensive study
of SN Ia LC decline rates and global properties of their hosts (e.g.
morphology, stellar mass, colour, and age of stellar population) in a
well-defined sample of more than 400 SNe Ia from relatively nearby
galaxies.
This is the seventh paper of the series, the content of which
is as follows. Section 2 presents the sample selection and reduc-
tion. Our results and interpretations are presented in Section 3. Fi-
nally, Section 4 summarizes our conclusions. To conform to data
values used in our series of the papers, a Hubble constant H0 =
73 km s−1 Mpc−1 is adopted.
2 SAMPLE SELECTION AND REDUCTION
2.1 SN Ia sample
We used the Open Supernova Catalog (Guillochon et al. 2017)
to collect spectroscopically classified SNe Ia with distances
6 150 Mpc (z ∼< 0.036),
2 discovered up to 2019 May 1. All SNe Ia
are required to have a B-band LC decline rate (∆m15). We com-
piled the LC decline rates with their errors from various publications
where different LC fitters were applied on the B-band photometry
(or measured directly from the LCs) with wide temporal coverage
for individual SNe (e.g. Hicken et al. 2009; Ganeshalingam et al.
2010; Folatelli et al. 2013; Ashall et al. 2016; Stahl et al. 2019).
Note that the B-band is historically the most often used in SN stud-
ies, and therefore the data is best sampled in this band. It should be
noted also that the ∆m15 of an SN Ia is a weak function of the line-
of-sight dust extinction towards the SN in host galaxy, which affects
the LCs (Phillips et al. 1999): ∆mtrue15 = ∆mobs15 + 0.1E(B − V ),
where the last term in the equation contains colour excess towards
the SN. The E(B − V ) values are mostly distributed within 0 to
0.3 mag, with the mean value of ∼ 0.1 mag (e.g. Phillips et al.
1999; Ashall et al. 2016). Therefore, the term in the equation is be-
tween 0 to 0.03 mag, while the mean error in ∆m15 estimation is
1 The delay time is the time interval between the SN Ia progenitor formation
and the later thermonuclear explosion of WD.
2 The luminosity distances of SNe and/or host galaxies are calculated using
the recession velocities both corrected to the centroid of the Local Group and
for the Virgocentric infall (see Hakobyan et al. 2012, for more details).
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Table 1. Numbers and fractions of SNe Ia subclasses in our (distances
6 150 Mpc) and LOSS (distances 6 80 Mpc) volume-limited samples.
Our LOSS
SN subclass NSN fr NSN fr
normal 303 73.5+2.8−3.0 52 70.3
+7.0
−7.8
91T 42 10.2+2.2−1.9 7 9.4
+5.9
−4.1
91bg 50 12.1+2.3−2.0 11 14.9
+6.7
−5.2
02cx 12
4.1+1.5−1.2
2
5.4+5.1−3.002es 5 2
06gz 2 — 0 —
All 414 74
Notes. To be comparable with the LOSS sample, the fractions (in per
cent) of SN subclasses in our sample are calculated, using the approach
of Cameron (2011), without two 06gz-like SNe. Despite the different na-
ture of 02cx- and 02es-like events (White et al. 2015), the LOSS merged
these SNe in a single bin, and we therefore presented the corresponding
merged fraction in our sample as well (however the SN numbers are pre-
sented separately).
∼ 0.1 mag.3 For this reason, we consider the B-band ∆m15 as a
practically extinction-independent parameter. In the compilation of
SNe Ia LC decline rates, we avoided using any transformation from
LC stretch4 to ∆m15, because it is unclear how reliable such a trans-
formation is (e.g. Ashall et al. 2016; Siebert et al. 2019).
The collected SNe Ia are also required to have available subclasses
of their spectroscopy (e.g. normal, 91T-, 91bg-, and 02cx-like). Fol-
lowing Barkhudaryan et al. (2019), we carried out an extensive lit-
erature search to compile the information on the subclasses. As an
interactive archive of SN spectra and corresponding references, we
mostly used the Weizmann Interactive Supernova data Repository
(Yaron & Gal-Yam 2012). We considered also the websites of Cen-
tral Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams5, the Astronomer’s Tele-
gram6, and other references with information on the SN subclasses
(e.g. Silverman et al. 2012; Folatelli et al. 2013; Ko¨nyves-To´th et al.
2020). Note that we included in the 91T-like SNe subclass the tran-
sitional 99aa-like events. Very early spectra of these SNe resemble
those of 91T-like events. The difference with 91T-like SNe is that in
the spectra of 99aa-like SNe the Ca II lines are always prominent.
However, at maximum light the 99aa-like SNe spectra are similar
to those of normal SNe Ia. In addition, the photometry shows that
99aa-like SNe are similarly luminous and slow-declining as 91T-
like SNe. At the same time, we included two transitional 86G-like
events in the 91bg-like SNe subclass. Spectroscopically, these events
show properties intermediate between normal and 91bg-like SNe.
The Si II lines are as strong as in 91bg-like spectra, while Ti II lines
are somewhat weaker. The LCs of 86G-like events peak at magni-
tudes intermediate between those of normal and 91bg-like SNe, and
decline rapidly similar to the latter. For more details on the prop-
erties of these transitional events, the reader is referred to Tauben-
berger (2017). In total, we succeeded to collect the subclasses for
3 In some cases, the values of E(B − V ) towards SN can reach up to ∼
0.5 mag, and only in unique cases up to around 1 mag (e.g. Ashall et al.
2016; Uddin et al. 2020). However, in all these cases the errors in ∆m15
estimations are higher, reaching up to about 0.2 mag.
4 The stretch parameter, usually used in cosmological studies for the stan-
dardization of SN Ia, is related to the width of the SN Ia LC (see Coelho et al.
2015, for more details).
5 http://www.cbat.eps.harvard.edu/iau/cbat.html
6 http://www.astronomerstelegram.org/
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Figure 1. Variation of the B-band LC drop, ∆m15, of different subclasses
of SNe Ia as a function of the host galaxy distance. Because of very few data
points for 02es- and 06gz-like SNe, their best-fitting lines are useless and not
presented.
414 SNe Ia with available LC decline rates. The second column of
Table 1 shows the numbers of different subclasses of the collected
Type Ia SNe.
We compared the fractions of SN subclasses in our sample with
those in the volume-limited sample of the Lick Observatory Super-
nova Search (LOSS; Li et al. 2011). Based on the detection effi-
ciency of LOSS, the authors noted that their survey did not miss
any SNe Ia that exploded within the sample of targeted galax-
ies out to 80 Mpc, achieving a completeness more than 98 per
cent (74 events). Table 1 shows that the representation of the SN
subclasses in our sample is in good agreement within errors with
that in the LOSS. We checked this by applying the two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov (KS) and Anderson–Darling (AD) tests on
the reconstructed two discrete data sets (distributions) with sizes of
414 and 74, using the ordered frequencies {303, 42, 50, 12, 5, 2}Our
and {52, 7, 11, 2, 2, 0}LOSS from Table 1, respectively. The P -value
of two-sample KS (AD) test represents the probability that the two
distributions being compared are randomly drawn from the same
parent distribution. Following consolidated tradition, in this paper
we adopted the threshold of P = 0.05 for significance levels of sta-
tistical tests. The KS and AD tests showed that the frequencies of SN
subclasses in our and LOSS samples are not significantly different
(PKS = 0.728 and PAD = 0.929).
For small-size samples like in Table 1, in addition to the original
two-sample KS (or AD) test, a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is usu-
ally used for a better approximation of the P -value (e.g. Feigelson
& Babu 2012). If the original two data samples have m and n mem-
bers, the MC simulation randomly generates partitions of jointm+n
size sample into an m-set and an n-set, computing the two-sample
KS (or AD) test statistic D(m,n) for the generated sets. The PMCKS -
value (or PMCAD -value) is the proportion of Di(m,n) values that are
greater than d, where i is the number of iterations (we used i = 105)
and d is the test statistic based on the original two data samples.
The described analysis also showed that the frequencies of SN sub-
classes in our and LOSS samples are consistent between each other
(PMCKS = 0.710 and P
MC
AD = 0.650). Thus, we believe that the ar-
tificial loss/excess of any of the SN subclasses in our sample is not
significant.
It is important to recall that the 91T-like SNe have peak luminosi-
ties that are ∼ 0.6 mag overluminous than do normal SNe Ia, while
91bg-like SNe have luminosities that are ∼ 2 mag lower in com-
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2020)
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Table 2. Numbers of SNe Ia subclasses and coefficients of the linear best-
fits (∆m15 = a + bD[Mpc]) from Fig. 1 with results of the Spearman’s
rank correlation test.
SN subclass NSN a b× 10−3 rs Ps
normal 303 1.17± 0.03 0.3± 0.3 0.057 0.320
91T 42 0.95± 0.05 −0.6± 0.5 −0.131 0.407
91bg 50 1.87± 0.04 −0.7± 0.6 −0.135 0.350
02cx 12 2.07± 0.18 −6.1± 2.6 −0.559 0.058
Notes. Spearman’s coefficient (rs ∈ [−1; 1]) is a nonparametric measure of
rank correlation, it assesses how well the relationship between two variables
can be described using a monotonic function. Null hypothesis of the test is
that the variables are independent, and alternative hypothesis is that they
are not (Ps 6 0.05).
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Figure 2. Cumulative distributions and stacked histogram (upper left inset)
of distances of the subclasses of Type Ia SNe. The mean values (with standard
errors) of the distributions are shown by arrows (with error bars).
parison with normal ones. In general, the peak luminosities of 91bg-
and 02es-like SNe are comparable. On the other hand, the peak lu-
minosities of some 06gz-like events are even higher than those of
91T-like SNe, while the 02cx-like SNe can be less luminous than
91bg-like SNe (see Taubenberger 2017, for a review on the extremes
of SNe Ia). Therefore, the discoveries of the events with lower lumi-
nosities might be complicated at greater distances.
To check the possible influence of the distance effect, in Fig. 1 we
illustrated the dependence of extinction-independent ∆m15, which
is a good proxy for the intrinsic luminosity of a SN Ia (e.g. Phillips
1993), on distance for the different SN subclasses. The parameters
of best-fitting lines from Fig. 1 and results of the Spearman’s rank
correlation test for ∆m15 versus distance (in Mpc) are presented
in Table 2. The Spearman’s rank test shows not significant trends
between the ∆m15 and distances for all the SN subclasses. Only for
02cx-like SNe, the Ps-value of negative trend (rs < 0) is close to
the 0.05 threshold, but still statistically not significant (see Table 2).
Note that, in this study we avoided merging 02cx- and 02es-like
SNe subsamples, because they are two distinct subclasses based on
their spectroscopic, photometric, and host galaxy properties (e.g.
White et al. 2015). For this reason and due to a small number of
02es-like events, we simply removed these five SNe from our analy-
sis. For the same reasons, we also removed two 06gz-like SNe from
our statistical/comparative study. These unusual and rare SNe (02es-
and 06gz-like) and their host galaxies will be the subject of a forth-
coming paper in this series.
Table 3. Comparison of the distributions of distances D (in Mpc) among
different SN subclasses.
SN subsample 1 vs SN subsample 2 PKS PAD PMCKS P
MC
AD
Subclass 〈D〉 Subclass 〈D〉
normal 72± 2 vs 91T 83± 6 0.094 0.071 0.089 0.074
normal 72± 2 vs 91bg 65± 5 0.137 0.206 0.131 0.216
normal 72± 2 vs 02cx 59± 11 0.613 0.426 0.594 0.471
91T 83± 6 vs 91bg 65± 5 0.060 0.055 0.056 0.061
91T 83± 6 vs 02cx 59± 11 0.126 0.038 0.104 0.051
91bg 65± 5 vs 02cx 59± 11 0.863 0.843 0.822 0.867
Notes. The PKS is the two-sample KS test probability that the two distri-
butions being compared (with respective means and standard errors) are
drawn from the same parent distribution. The PMCKS is the KS test proba-
bility using a MC simulation with 105 iterations as explained in the text.
Analogically, the PAD and PMCAD probabilities are from the AD test. The
statistically significant difference between the distributions is highlighted
in bold.
To further check the redshift-dependent biases in our SN sam-
ple, in Fig. 2 we compared the cumulative distance distributions of
the SN subclasses. In Table 3, the two-sample KS and AD tests
showed that the distance distributions of normal, 91T-, and 91bg-
like events are not significantly different from one another and could
thus be drawn from the same parent distribution. However, only in
the AD statistic, the distance distributions of 91T- and 02cx-like SNe
are not consistent between each other. At the same time, the corre-
sponding P -value for a MC simulation is slightly higher than the
significance threshold (see Table 3). Therefore, in comparison with
more luminous SNe, the detection of 02cx-like events might be bi-
ased/complicated at greater distances (see Fig. 1 and the mean val-
ues in Fig. 2), most probably due to their low intrinsic luminosity at
maximum light (e.g. Taubenberger 2017). With this in mind, we will
be cautious in our comparison of the properties of 02cx-like SNe and
their host galaxies with those of other SN subclasses. None of our
SN Ia subsamples (except perhaps 02cx-like) should be affected by
redshift-dependent biases.
2.2 SN Ia host galaxy sample
Our sample of SN Ia host galaxies was obtained by cross-matching
the coordinates of our 407 SNe Ia with the footprints of the SDSS
sixteenth data release (DR16; Ahumada et al. 2020), the Pan-
STARRS second data release (DR2; Chambers et al. 2016), and the
SkyMapper second data release (DR2; Onken et al. 2019), using the
techniques described in Hakobyan et al. (2012). Note that these sur-
veys cover together the entire sky, complementing one another, and
with some intersection. As a result, we identified 394 individual host
galaxies of all collected SNe Ia: 1, 2, and 4 SNe are found in 383,
10, and 1 galaxies, respectively. It should be noted that some of the
identified host galaxies from the footprint of SDSS DR16 are already
listed in databases of Hakobyan et al. (2012, 2016, 2017); Kara-
petyan et al. (2018); Barkhudaryan et al. (2019), which are based
on older data releases of SDSS. We nevertheless re-implemented the
entire reduction process for all SDSS host galaxies using the DR16
properties.
Following the approach described in detail in Hakobyan et al.
(2012), we morphologically classified all 394 host galaxies by visual
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Table 4. Numbers of the subclasses of Type Ia SNe at distances6 150 Mpc
as a function of morphological types of host galaxies.
E E/S0 S0 S0/a Sa Sab Sb Sbc Sc Scd Sd Sdm Sm All
normal 20 7 20 22 20 15 57 63 47 13 8 7 4 303
91T 0 0 1 1 1 5 7 13 4 4 2 2 2 42
91bg 17 3 3 8 5 5 1 4 4 0 0 0 0 50
02cx 0 0 0 1 0 0 2 3 2 1 0 2 1 12
All 37 10 24 32 26 25 67 83 57 18 10 11 7 407
inspection of images of hosts from the SDSS7, Pan-STARRS8, and
SkyMapper9 imaging servers, all of which build RGB colour images
from the g, r, and i data channels. Note that SDSS, Pan-STARRS,
and SkyMapper use different ugriz, grizy, and uvgriz filters, re-
spectively. However, the gri sets of Pan-STARRS and SkyMapper
are very similar to the SDSS filters of the same names (Chambers
et al. 2016; Wolf et al. 2018). The SDSS RGB colour images of typ-
ical examples of SNe host galaxies with morphological classification
according to the modified Hubble sequence (E-E/S0-S0-S0/a-Sa-
Sab-Sb-Sbc-Sc-Scd-Sd-Sdm-Sm) can be found in Hakobyan et al.
(2012). Table 4 displays the distributions of the subclasses of SNe Ia
among the various morphological types of host galaxies.
We first applied corrections to transform the Pan-STARRS and
SkyMapper photometry to the SDSS system (see Finkbeiner et al.
2016; Wolf et al. 2018; Onken et al. 2019). For all host galaxies,
we fitted 25 mag arcsec−2 elliptical apertures in the SDSS g-band
according to the approach presented in Hakobyan et al. (2012). Fol-
lowing Barkhudaryan et al. (2019), for each host galaxy the corre-
sponding SDSS ugriz fluxes (apparent magnitudes10) are measured
using the mentioned elliptical apertures in g-band. The u-band flux
measurements are performed only for host galaxies located on the
footprints of SDSS and SkyMapper survey, which have the corre-
sponding filter support. During the flux measurements, we masked
out bright projected/saturated stars. The absolute/apparent magni-
tudes are corrected for Galactic extinction based on the Schlafly &
Finkbeiner (2011) recalibration of the Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis
(1998) dust map. In addition, these values are corrected for elon-
gation/inclination effects and for the host galaxy internal extinction
according to Bottinelli et al. (1995). Finally, the colour-based K-
corrections (Chilingarian, Melchior & Zolotukhin 2010) are mostly
negligible (< 0.15 mag), since the host redshifts are ∼< 0.036.
The database of 407 individual SNe Ia (SN designation, spectro-
scopic subclass, ∆m15, and corresponding sources of the data) and
their 394 hosts (galaxy designation, distance, corrected ugriz appar-
ent magnitudes, and morphological type) is available in the online
version (Supporting Information) of this article.
3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
With the aim of clarifying the progenitor natures of normal and pe-
culiar (91T-, 91bg-, and 02cx-like) SN Ia subclasses, in this section
7 http://skyserver.sdss.org/dr16/en/tools/chart/listinfo.aspx
8 https://ps1images.stsci.edu/cgi-bin/ps1cutouts
9 http://skymapper.anu.edu.au/sky-viewer/
10 The magnitudes are in the AB system (for more details, see
https://www.sdss.org/dr16/algorithms/fluxcal/).
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Figure 3. Upper panel: stacked histogram of the B-band ∆m15 values of
different SN Ia subclasses. Bottom panel: cumulative ∆m15 distributions for
the SN subclasses. The light shaded regions around each cumulative curve
show the corresponding spreads considering the uncertainties in ∆m15 val-
ues. The mean values (with standard errors) of the distributions are shown by
arrows (with error bars).
we comparatively study the important relations between the LC de-
cline rates of these SNe Ia and the global properties of the stellar
population of their host galaxies with different morphological types.
3.1 Light curve decline rates of SN Ia subclasses
Fig. 3 shows the histogram and cumulative distributions of B-band
∆m15 values for the different SN Ia subclasses in our sample.
The ∆m15 distribution appears to be bimodal, with the second
(weaker) mode mostly distributed within ∼ 1.5 − 2.1 mag range.
This faster declining SN range is dominated by 91bg-like (sublumi-
nous) events, while the ∆m15 of 91T-like (overluminous) SNe are
distributed only within the first mode at slower declining range with
∆m15 ∼< 1.1 mag. This picture of the ∆m15 distributions of faster
and slower declining Type Ia SNe is very similar to the ∆m15 dis-
tribution found by Ashall et al. (2016), who studied a data set of
165 low redshift (z < 0.06) SNe Ia (see also Pakmor et al. 2013;
Siebert et al. 2019). It should be noted that the separate ranges of
∆m15 distributions of 91T- and 91bg-like SNe are almost equal to
each other (∼ 0.6 mag), but about 2.2 times narrower than that of
normal SNe Ia (∼ 1.3 mag). At the same time, despite the small
number statistics of 02cx-like SNe, their B-band decline rates with
some extremes are spread in the faster side of the ∆m15 distribu-
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Table 5. Comparison of the B-band ∆m15 distributions among different SN Ia subclasses.
SN subsample 1 vs SN subsample 2 PKS PAD PMCKS P
MC
AD
Subclass 〈∆m15〉 Subclass 〈∆m15〉
normal 1.19± 0.01 vs 91T 0.90± 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
normal 1.19± 0.01 vs 91bg 1.82± 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
normal 1.19± 0.01 vs 02cx 1.71± 0.11 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
91T 0.90± 0.02 vs 91bg 1.82± 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
91T 0.90± 0.02 vs 02cx 1.71± 0.11 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
91bg 1.82± 0.02 vs 02cx 1.71± 0.11 0.031 0.002 0.025 0.003
Notes. The explanations for P -values are the same as in Table 3. The statistically significant differences be-
tween the distributions are highlighted in bold.
tion of normal SNe Ia (see also Stritzinger et al. 2015). The range of
∆m15 distribution of these peculiar events is ∼ 1.2 mag.
In Table 5, two-sample KS and AD tests show that the ∆m15 dis-
tributions are inconsistent significantly between any pairs of SN Ia
subclasses of our sample. Therefore, the ∆m15 distributions of 91T-
and 91bg-like SNe, which cross the tails of ∆m15 distribution of
normal SNe Ia, without crossing one another (see Fig. 3), suggest
that these SN Ia subclasses may come from different stellar popu-
lations (e.g. Pakmor et al. 2013; Ashall et al. 2016). A similar idea
can be viable also for the progenitor population of 02cx-like SNe
(see Jha 2017, and references therein), when comparing the ∆m15
properties of normal SNe Ia with those of 02cx-like events (Fig. 3
and Table 5).
In next subsections, we obtain more robust constraints on the
SN Ia progenitor populations, by studying the host galaxy global
properties combined to the distributions of LC decline rates of the
SN subclasses.
3.2 Morphologies of host galaxies of SN Ia subclasses
The upper panel of Fig. 4 presents the cumulative distributions of
host galaxy morphological types of the subclasses of SNe Ia. It is
clear that the host galaxies of normal, 91T- (overluminous), and
91bg-like (subluminous) SNe Ia have morphological type distribu-
tions that are significantly mutually inconsistent (see Table 6). Host
galaxies of 91bg-like SNe have, on average, earlier morphological
types (〈t〉 ≈ 0), with 46 per cent of the events discovered in E–S0
galaxies. In contrast, host galaxies of 91T-like SNe have, on average,
later morphological types (〈t〉 ≈ 4), with a single 91T-like event
in E–S0 hosts (only ∼ 2 per cent of the subsample, see Table 4).
The morphological distribution of host galaxies of spectroscopically
normal SNe Ia occupies an intermediate position between the host
morphologies of 91T- and 91bg-like events. The morphological dis-
tribution of 02cx-like SNe hosts is similar to that of 91T-like SNe
hosts, though the LC decline rates of the former SN subclass are
significantly larger than those of the latter subclass (see Fig. 3 and
Table 5).
These results are in good agreement with those of Gonza´lez-
Gaita´n et al. (2014), who presented a photometric identification tech-
nique for 91bg-like SNe, separating them from the normal Type Ia
population, and comparatively studied SNe host galaxy morpholo-
gies (see also Foley et al. 2009; Valenti et al. 2009; Perets et al. 2010,
for other SN Ia subclasses). Gonza´lez-Gaita´n et al. showed that the
morphological distribution of host galaxies of 91bg-like candidates
is significantly earlier (PKS ' 0.002) from that of normal SNe Ia.11
11 It should be noted that Gonza´lez-Gaita´n et al. (2014) also identified other
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Figure 4. Upper panel: cumulative distributions of host galaxy morpholog-
ical types of the subclasses of Type Ia SNe. The mean morphological types
(with standard errors) of the host subsamples are shown by arrows (with er-
ror bars). Bottom panel: B-band ∆m15 versus host galaxy morphology for
different SNe Ia subclasses, displayed as a scatter plot (smaller symbols) and
averaged in bins of morphological type (bigger symbols). The abscissae of
the smaller symbols are randomly shifted by±0.3 in t for clarity, while they
are slightly shifted according to SN Ia subclass for the bigger symbols. The
S0, S0/a, and Sa morphological bins of 91T-like SNe are merged because
each of them contains only one 91T-like event. For 91bg-like SNe, the Sb
bin contains only one SN, therefore it is merged with the Sab bin. Similarly,
given their small number, the hosts of 02cx-like SNe are merged into two
broad morphological bins.
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Table 6. Comparison of the distributions of host galaxy morphological types among different SN Ia subclasses.
Host subsample 1 vs Host subsample 2 PKS PAD PMCKS P
MC
AD
SN subclass 〈t〉-type SN subclass 〈t〉-type
normal 2.8± 0.1 vs 91T 4.2± 0.3 0.015 0.004 0.015 0.007
normal 2.8± 0.1 vs 91bg −0.1± 0.4 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
normal 2.8± 0.1 vs 02cx 4.9± 0.7 0.134 0.006 0.122 0.015
91T 4.2± 0.3 vs 91bg −0.1± 0.4 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
91T 4.2± 0.3 vs 02cx 4.9± 0.7 0.673 0.470 0.668 0.475
91bg −0.1± 0.4 vs 02cx 4.9± 0.7 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Notes. The explanations for P -values are the same as in Table 3. The statistically significant differences between
the distributions are highlighted in bold.
Table 7. Comparison of the B-band ∆m15 distributions of SNe Ia among different subsamples of host morphologies.
Subsample 1 vs Subsample 2 PKS PAD PMCKS P
MC
AD
Host SN subclass NSN 〈∆m15〉 Host SN subclass NSN 〈∆m15〉
E–S0 normal 47 1.45± 0.04 vs S0/a–Sm normal 256 1.15± 0.01 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
E–S0 91bg 23 1.83± 0.03 vs S0/a–Sm 91bg 27 1.82± 0.03 0.876 0.840 0.806 0.842
E–S0 normal 47 1.45± 0.04 vs S0/a–Sbc normal 177 1.16± 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
E–S0 normal 47 1.45± 0.04 vs Sc–Sm normal 79 1.11± 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
S0/a–Sbc normal 177 1.16± 0.02 vs Sc–Sm normal 79 1.11± 0.02 0.050 0.067 0.048 0.068
S0/a–Sbc 91T 27 0.91± 0.02 vs Sc–Sm 91T 14 0.89± 0.03 0.608 0.322 0.557 0.366
E–S0 91bg 23 1.83± 0.03 vs S0/a–Sbc 91bg 23 1.84± 0.03 0.991 0.936 0.931 0.937
Notes. The explanations for P -values are the same as in Table 3. The statistically significant differences between the distributions are highlighted in bold.
Due to small number statistics of 02cx-like SNe, their study in the subsamples of host morphology is statistically useless, and therefore not presented.
In addition, using a Fisher exact test, Gonza´lez-Gaita´n et al. noted
that the number ratio of normal SNe Ia in passive (E–S0) to star-
forming (S0/a–Sm) galaxies is statistically different (smaller) from
the same ratio of 91bg-like SNe with a probability PF ' 0.002.
For our SN sample in Table 4, the behaviour of the ratios is the
same as in Gonza´lez-Gaita´n et al. (2014), with PF < 0.001. For
the hosts of other SN Ia subclasses, Foley et al. (2009) and Perets
et al. (2010) mentioned that 91T- and 02cx-like objects have con-
sistent host morphologies, while hosts of 91T-like SNe have later
morphological types in comparison with normal SNe Ia.
Taking into account that the mean stellar population age of galax-
ies is steadily decreasing along the Hubble sequence from early- to
late-type galaxies (e.g. Gonza´lez Delgado et al. 2015), the results
in the upper panel of Fig. 4 and Table 6 indicate that the progenitor
population age of SN Ia subclasses in the sequence of 91bg-, normal,
and 91T(or 02cx)-like events is decreasing as well.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 4, we show the distribution of the
B-band ∆m15 values as a function of morphological type of host
galaxies, for different SN Ia subclasses. When dividing SNe Ia hosts
between E–S0 (galaxies with only old stellar component) and S0/a–
Sm morphological types (galaxies with both old and young stellar
components), Table 7 shows that the distributions of ∆m15 values of
91bg-like SNe are not different between the host subsamples, being
distributed mainly within old ellipticals/lenticulars and early-type
peculiar SNe Ia subgroup, which includes 02cx- and 06gz-like events. How-
ever, the results concerning to the hosts morphologies of this peculiar sub-
group are not comparable with those of our case, because their subgroup
include nearly equal numbers of 02cx- and 06gz-like SNe whose hosts mor-
phologies have different distributions (e.g. Valenti et al. 2009; Taubenberger
et al. 2011; Barkhudaryan et al. 2019), thus mixing the morphological types.
spirals (Fig. 4). In contrast, the ∆m15 distribution of normal SNe Ia
in E–S0 hosts is not consistent with that in S0/a–Sm galaxies.
Using narrow morphological bins, i.e. E–S0, S0/a–Sbc, and Sc–
Sm, shows that the ∆m15 values of normal SNe Ia are decreas-
ing on average from early- to late-type galaxies. Indeed, the Spear-
man’s rank test shows that the significant correlation between ∆m15
and host t-types exists only for normal SNe Ia (rs = −0.416,
Ps < 0.001), although the discrete t-type values are not convenient
for the test. The ∆m15 distributions of 91T-like events are not dif-
ferent in S0/a–Sbc and Sc–Sm galaxies (Table 7), which lie mostly
within spiral hosts (Fig. 4). Without a clear separation between the
SN Ia spectroscopic subclasses, similar results have been obtained in
the past with samples of SNe Ia and their host galaxies at different
redshifts (e.g. Hamuy et al. 1996, 2000; Howell 2001; Altavilla et al.
2004; Gallagher et al. 2005; Ashall et al. 2016; Pruzhinskaya et al.
2020). Note that, because of few data points for 02cx-like SNe, their
study in the subsamples of host morphology is statistically useless,
and therefore not presented in Table 7.
Recall that the intrinsic ranges of ∆m15 distributions of 91T- and
91bg-like SNe are narrower than that of normal SNe Ia (see Sub-
section 3.1). Could these narrow ranges of ∆m15 prevent us from
seeing any trends with host galaxy properties such as morphology?
We probe this issue by searching for trends of ∆m15 and morphol-
ogy for normal SNe Ia, in the corresponding narrow ranges of ∆m15
as for 91T-like events first and then as for 91bg-like SNe. For 189
normal SNe Ia with ∆m15 ∼< 1.26 mag, the rs = −0.177 and
Ps = 0.015, and for 64 normal events with ∆m15 ∼> 1.38 mag, the
rs = −0.305 and Ps = 0.014. Thus, normal SNe Ia keep the ∆m15
– morphology trend direction and significance even in each of the
narrower ∆m15 ranges, showing that the ∆m15 ranges of 91T- and
91bg-like SNe should not play a significant role in the absence of
the trends for peculiar events.
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Along with the mean stellar population ages of galaxies, the ratio
of bulge luminosity (old halo/bulge component) over disc luminosity
(old and young star-forming disc components) is steadily decreasing
along the Hubble sequence (e.g. Oohama et al. 2009; de Lappar-
ent et al. 2011). There is no disc component in elliptical galaxies,
while the stellar bulge component is negligible in late-type spiral
galaxies where the star-forming disc is prominent. Therefore, most
probably the results above indicate that 91bg-like SNe (subluminous
SNe Ia) come only from the old stellar component (halo/bulge, old
disc) of hosts, while 91T-like events (overluminous SNe Ia) origi-
nate only from the young component (star-forming disc) of galaxies.
Faster and slower declining normal SNe Ia likely come from older
and younger stellar populations of host galaxies, respectively. De-
spite their small numbers, 02cx-like SNe typically lie in star-forming
galaxies with late-type morphology (Fig. 4), hinting that these events
likely originate from young stellar component.
It is instructive to consider counter-examples. The discovery of
SN 2004br (Graham & Foley 2004), a 91T-like event (Silverman
et al. 2012), in NGC 4493 of S0 morphology (see Table 4 and Fig. 4),
which consists of only old stellar population from a naive point of
view. In NGC 4493, another SN Ia was also discovered (SN 1994M;
Wild 1994) with a normal spectroscopic classification (Blondin et al.
2012). Interestingly, this host galaxy has a distorted stellar disc and
shows obvious evidence of an interaction with neighbor/companion
galaxy (Hakobyan et al. 2012). The age of the younger stellar com-
ponent in this galaxy is estimated to be down to about a few hun-
dred Myr (Schawinski 2009). There are many indications that resid-
ual star formation episodes (birth of relatively young stellar compo-
nent) could also take place in elliptical or lenticular galaxies, due
to galaxy-galaxy interaction with close neighbors (e.g. Kaviraj et al.
2009; Schawinski et al. 2014; Gomes et al. 2016; Ge et al. 2020).
In such early-type galaxies, in very rare cases, even core-collapse
SNe were discovered (e.g. Hakobyan et al. 2008, 2012; Suh et al.
2011; Lee et al. 2019) whose progenitor ages are thought to be up to
about hundred Myr (e.g. Zapartas et al. 2017). Therefore, in our sam-
ple, the presence of unique 91T-like SN in the mentioned interacting
lenticular galaxy can be interpreted as a result of such a residual star
formation that could deliver SN Ia from relatively young progeni-
tors.
3.3 Colour–mass diagram of SNe Ia host galaxies
Galaxy colours represent a more quantitative measure of galaxy
classes, albeit spectral classes. Therefore, in this subsection we only
use the photometric data of SNe Ia hosts, accompanied with the val-
ues of SN LC decline rates. To analyse the distribution of SN host
galaxies on the colour–mass diagram, we estimate the stellar masses
(M∗) of our sample galaxies, using a simple empirical relation of
Taylor et al. (2011) between log(M∗/M), g− i colour and i-band
absolute magnitude, Mi (see Barkhudaryan et al. 2019, for details).
While this mass estimate is rudimentary and may be biased relative
to more refined mass measurements, it suffices for our aim to. In the
colour–mass diagram (Fig. 5), we prefer to use u− r colours, which
present the largest contrast among optical colours between the inputs
of young and old stellar populations (e.g. Schawinski et al. 2014;
Barkhudaryan et al. 2019). Recall that u-band measurements are
available only for 326 SNe Ia host galaxies (80 per cent of the sam-
ple) located in the footprints of the SDSS and SkyMapper survey,
which provide the corresponding fits images (see Subsection 2.2).
The u − r colour–mass diagram clearly displays a bimodal dis-
tribution of colours of SNe Ia host galaxies (upper panel of Fig. 5),
as seen in general galaxy samples (e.g. Baldry et al. 2006). More
Figure 5. Colour–mass diagrams of SNe Ia host galaxies viewed as density
and contours. The region between two solid lines marks the Green Valley (see
text for details). Upper panel: all 326 SNe Ia host galaxies with measured u
and r magnitudes. The colour bar shows the linear (arbitrary) units of density.
Bottom panels: same for the E–S0 (left) and spiral (right) host morphologies.
precisely, galaxies with dominant old stellar populations and low
specific SFRs (mostly massive galaxies) lie in the so-called Red
Sequence of the diagram, which is located at u − r ∼> 2 mag,
with a tail of about 10 per cent of the population reaching down
to u − r ≈ 1.5 mag (e.g. Baldry et al. 2006; Schawinski et al.
2014). Star-forming galaxies with prominent young stellar popula-
tion are located in the so-called Blue Cloud of the diagram, mostly
at u− r ∼< 2 mag, with a tail to redder colours.
The bottom left panel of Fig. 5 shows the colour–mass relation
for our E–S0 hosts with 83 SNe Ia. Similarly, spiral galaxies of the
sample that host 243 SNe Ia are presented in the bottom right panel
of Fig. 5. The bimodality in the diagram is due to the superposition
of colours of these two distinct populations of galaxies (e.g. Schaw-
inski et al. 2014). A dip between bimodal (red and blue) colours in
the colour–mass diagram is called Green Valley (the region between
two solid lines in Fig. 5, see also Barkhudaryan et al. 2019). This re-
gion is thought to include galaxies that are in transitional stage of the
evolution between star-forming galaxies in the Blue Cloud and pas-
sively evolving quenched galaxies in the Red Sequence (e.g. Baldry
et al. 2006; Mendez et al. 2011; Schawinski et al. 2014; McIntosh
et al. 2014).
Fig. 6 shows how the host galaxies of different SN Ia subclasses
are distributed in the colour–mass diagram. The figure also displays
the distributions of u−r colours and masses for host galaxies for the
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Figure 6. Colour–mass diagram for 326 SNe Ia host galaxies with measured u and r magnitudes, displayed as scatter plots and distributions. In the bottom right
corner of the lower left panel, the error bar represents the characteristic errors in our estimations of colours and masses of galaxies. The region between two
solid lines marks the Green Valley (see text for details). For host galaxies of different SN subclasses, the right and upper panels show separately the histograms
(distributions of relative fractions) of the colours and masses, respectively. The mean values (with standard errors) of the distributions are shown by arrows
(with error bars).
Table 8. Comparison of the distributions of host galaxy u− r colours and stellar masses among different SN Ia subclasses.
Host subsample 1 vs Host subsample 2 PKS PAD PMCKS P
MC
AD
SN subclass NSN 〈u− r〉 SN subclass NSN 〈u− r〉
normal 244 1.86± 0.03 vs 91T 34 1.74± 0.06 0.064 0.092 0.060 0.101
normal 244 1.86± 0.03 vs 91bg 39 2.23± 0.05 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
normal 244 1.86± 0.03 vs 02cx 9 1.47± 0.10 0.020 0.007 0.016 0.013
91T 34 1.74± 0.06 vs 91bg 39 2.23± 0.05 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
91T 34 1.74± 0.06 vs 02cx 9 1.47± 0.10 0.140 0.041 0.117 0.059
91bg 39 2.23± 0.05 vs 02cx 9 1.47± 0.10 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
〈log(M∗/M)〉 〈log(M∗/M)〉
normal 244 10.72+0.03−0.03 vs 91T 34 10.66
+0.07
−0.08 0.342 0.432 0.325 0.444
normal 244 10.72+0.03−0.03 vs 91bg 39 10.98
+0.06
−0.07 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
normal 244 10.72+0.03−0.03 vs 02cx 9 10.30
+0.14
−0.21 0.030 0.014 0.027 0.024
91T 34 10.66+0.07−0.08 vs 91bg 39 10.98
+0.06
−0.07 0.019 0.001 0.016 0.001
91T 34 10.66+0.07−0.08 vs 02cx 9 10.30
+0.14
−0.21 0.175 0.130 0.143 0.169
91bg 39 10.98+0.06−0.07 vs 02cx 9 10.30
+0.14
−0.21 0.001 <0.001 <0.001 0.001
Notes. The explanations for P -values are the same as in Table 3. The statistically significant differences between the distributions are highlighted
in bold.
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Figure 7. B-band ∆m15 values of the SN Ia subclasses versus host galaxy colour (left) and host galaxy stellar mass (right). Binned and averaged values
of ∆m15 (bigger symbols) are superposed on the original distributions (smaller symbols). Horizontal bars show the bin sizes. Depending on the numbers of
SNe Ia for certain subclasses, different binning sizes are selected to include sufficient numbers of the objects.
different SN subclasses. Host galaxies of 91bg-like SNe are clearly
located in the Red Sequence, and most of them have u − r colours
∼> 2 mag (i.e. above the Green Valley). In comparison with hosts
of normal, 91T-, and 02cx-like SNe, the colour distribution of host
galaxies of 91bg-like SNe are significantly redder (see Table 8).
Also, the bulk of hosts of 91bg-like SNe are significantly massive
(log(M∗/M) > 10.5). The distribution of host masses is signif-
icantly inconsistent with those of the other SN Ia subclasses (Ta-
ble 8). At the same time, the colour (resp. mass) distributions are
not statistically different between hosts of normal and 91T-like SNe,
spanning almost the entire ranges of host colour (resp. mass). Fi-
nally, although the small number statistics, all the host galaxies of
02cx-like SNe are positioned in the Blue Cloud, mostly below the
Green Valley in Fig. 6. Their colour (mass) distribution is signifi-
cantly bluer (lower) in comparison with that of normal SNe Ia host
galaxies, but closer to that of 91T-like SNe hosts (Table 8).
In Fig. 7, we show the distribution of the B-band ∆m15 values
of the SN Ia subclasses as a function of u − r colours and stellar
masses of host galaxies. Interestingly, only normal SNe Ia show av-
erage systematic increase in ∆m15 values with an increase in colour
(mass) values of hosts. The results of Spearman’s rank test, shown
in Table 9, confirm that only for normal SNe Ia we do see a signif-
icant correlation between LC decline rates and host galaxy colours
(masses). We note that similar dependence of SNe Ia LC properties,
such as decline rates, on the stellar masses of host galaxies have
been shown in the literature using various SN Ia/host samples (e.g.
Howell et al. 2009; Neill et al. 2009; Sullivan et al. 2010; Gonza´lez-
Gaita´n et al. 2011; Pan et al. 2014; Campbell et al. 2016; Uddin
et al. 2017; Roman et al. 2018). However, instead of ∆m15, these
studies used the SN Ia LC shape parameter ∆ (adding and subtract-
ing template LC shapes) or stretch x1 (stretching or compressing the
time axis of the LC by a single “stretch factor”) obtained from two
commonly used LC fitters in cosmology: MLCS2k2 (Jha, Riess &
Kirshner 2007) and SALT2 (Guy et al. 2007), respectively. These pa-
rameters (∆ and x1) show different correlations with the observed
∆m15 (e.g. Siebert et al. 2019). In addition, these studies did not
perform a clear separation between normal and peculiar (91T-, 91bg-
, and 02cx-like) SN Ia spectroscopic subclasses. The dependence of
SNe Ia LC properties on the u − r colours of host galaxies was
not directly studied in the literature, although it is expected, because
similar dependencies on host morphology and other colours were
Table 9. Results of Spearman’s rank correlation test for the B-band ∆m15
values of the SN Ia subclasses versus u − r colours and stellar masses of
host galaxies.
SN subclass NSN Variable 1 vs Variable 2 rs Ps
normal 244 ∆m15 vs u− r 0.429 <0.001
normala 149 ∆m15 vs u− r 0.210 0.010
normalb 53 ∆m15 vs u− r 0.285 0.038
91T 34 ∆m15 vs u− r 0.143 0.421
91bg 39 ∆m15 vs u− r −0.092 0.576
02cx 9 ∆m15 vs u− r 0.417 0.264
normal 244 ∆m15 vs log(M∗/M) 0.286 <0.001
normala 149 ∆m15 vs log(M∗/M) 0.159 0.052
normalb 53 ∆m15 vs log(M∗/M) 0.062 0.657
91T 34 ∆m15 vs log(M∗/M) −0.052 0.770
91bg 39 ∆m15 vs log(M∗/M) −0.091 0.582
02cx 9 ∆m15 vs log(M∗/M) −0.300 0.433
Notes. The explanations for rs and Ps-values are the same as in Table 2.
a∆m15 ∼< 1.26 mag, similar to 91T-like SNe. b∆m15 ∼> 1.38 mag,
similar to 91bg-like events. Statistically significant correlations between
the variables are highlighted in bold.
known (e.g. Hamuy et al. 1996, 2000; Howell 2001; Gallagher et al.
2005; Jha et al. 2007; Ashall et al. 2016; Roman et al. 2018; Pruzhin-
skaya et al. 2020), again without clear separation between the spec-
troscopic subclasses of SNe Ia.
As in Subsection 3.2, for normal SNe Ia we check for the corre-
lations between their ∆m15 and host galaxy properties in two sep-
arate ∆m15 ranges corresponding to the sizes of the ∆m15 ranges
of 91T- and 91bg-like SNe. Table 9 shows that normal SNe Ia keep
the ∆m15 – colour trend direction and significance in each of the
narrower ∆m15 ranges, while the ∆m15 – log(M∗/M) trend
becomes insignificant, hinting that the ∆m15 ranges might play a
role in the absence of the ∆m15 – log(M∗/M) trend for peculiar
SNe Ia.
Without mixing the SN Ia subclasses, we compare in Table 10
the distributions of LC decline rates of normal SNe Ia between two
distinct populations of host galaxies in the colour–mass diagram.
The separations between two populations of galaxies are done ac-
cording to u − r colour (e.g. Schawinski et al. 2014), stellar mass
MNRAS 000, 1–17 (2020)
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Table 10. Comparison of the B-band ∆m15 distributions of only normal SNe Ia among different subsamples of host parameters.
Subsample 1 vs Subsample 2 PKS PAD PMCKS P
MC
AD
Host parameter NSN 〈∆m15〉 Host parameter NSN 〈∆m15〉
u− r > 2 mag 100 1.30± 0.02 vs u− r 6 2 mag 144 1.13± 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
log(M∗/M) > 10.5 139 1.26± 0.02 vs log(M∗/M) 6 10.5 105 1.13± 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
above Green Valley 81 1.33± 0.03 vs below/in Green Valley 163 1.14± 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
above Green Valley 81 1.33± 0.03 vs below Green Valley 133 1.13± 0.02 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
Notes. The explanations for P -values are the same as in Table 3. A 0.15 mag and 0.25 dex variations in colour and mass demarcations, respectively, do not
change the statistical behaviour of the tests. The statistically significant differences between the distributions are highlighted in bold.
(e.g. Uddin et al. 2017), or according to locations of galaxies above
and below the Green Valley. Indeed, the Green Valley separates best
the two populations of passively evolving quenched (older) galaxies
and of star-forming (younger) hosts. Table 10 shows that the distri-
butions of ∆m15 values of normal SNe Ia are significantly different
between all the mentioned host subsamples. On average, those nor-
mal SNe Ia that are in galaxies above the Green Valley have faster
declining LCs compared to those in galaxies below the Green Valley.
This result suggests that the correlation seen in Fig. 7 and Table 9 is
due to a superposition of faster and slower declining normal SNe Ia
from old and young stellar populations of host galaxies, respectively
dominating in the Red Sequence and Blue Cloud of the colour–mass
diagram (see Fig. 6). In addition to the findings in Subsection 3.2,
the colour–mass study of SN Ia hosts also suggest that there could
be at least two distinct populations of normal SNe Ia: the halo/bulge
and old disc components of galaxies most likely host faster declin-
ing normal SNe Ia, while star-forming component of galaxies hosts
their slower declining counterparts.
Taken separately, the LC decline rates of 91bg-like SNe (sublu-
minous SNe Ia) and 91T-like events (overluminous SNe Ia) do not
show dependencies on host galaxy colour (Fig. 7 and Table 9), but
originate from different populations in colour–mass diagram, most
likely diverging in age. Therefore, the results in Figs. 5, 6, and Ta-
ble 8 reinforce those obtained in Subsection 3.2 that among the con-
sidered SN Ia subclasses, 91bg-like SNe come only from old stel-
lar population of hosts (halo/bulge and old disc components), while
91T-like events originate only from young population of galaxies
(star-forming component). Probably, the decline rates of 02cx-like
SNe also do not show dependencies on host galaxy properties (Ta-
ble 9), although we note that statistics of these events is based on
small numbers. Complementing the results of Subsection 3.2, the
positions of 02cx-like SNe hosts in the colour–mass diagram sug-
gest that these events may all originate from the young stellar com-
ponent, although they diverge from 91T-like events in their signifi-
cantly higher LC decline rate.
Since the g- and i-bands photometry is available for all 407 SNe Ia
host galaxies, we also check the stellar mass-based results in Ta-
bles 8-10 using the entire SN Ia subsamples. As a result, all be-
haviours of the dependencies (∆m15 vs log(M∗/M)) and statis-
tical significances of the tests remain almost unchanged.
Interestingly, some studies suggested that the correlations be-
tween the optically-based LC properties and host galaxy mass might
be due to differences in dust extinction in galaxies with different
masses (e.g. Burns et al. 2018; Brout & Scolnic 2020). However,
most recently Uddin et al. (2020) observed near-constant correla-
tions between SN Ia LC properties and host galaxy mass across near-
infrared, which are less sensitive to dust, and optical bands. They
suggested that dust extinction might not play a significant role in the
observed correlation (see also Ponder et al. 2020). In this respect,
the combination of the lack/non-significance of ∆m15 – host stellar
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Figure 8. Distributions of the B-band ∆m15 values of different subclasses
of 360 SNe Ia as a function of b/a of S0–Sm host galaxies (a measure of
galaxy inclination), and their best-fitting lines.
mass (morphology, colour) correlations for peculiar SNe Ia and the
observed significant correlation for normal SNe Ia (Figs. 4, 7 and
Table 9) also suggest that dust may not be the dominant process in
the correlations of LCs and host properties for normal SNe Ia. If the
impact of dust were strong, then one would expect that, contrary to
what we found in Fig. 4, the B-band ∆m15 of 91T-like SNe would
be correlated with host galaxy properties, because the bulk of these
events are discovered in star-forming galaxies with different masses
and dust properties.
Indeed, one could also expect that SNe Ia in strongly inclined
hosts are more extinguished and will show smaller ∆m15 (see Sub-
section 2.1). Fig. 8 shows the distribution of ∆m15 versus b/a of
S0–Sm host galaxies,12 which is a measure of galaxy inclination.
However, the Spearman’s rank test shows that these variables are not
correlated: the Ps-values are 0.745, 0.419, 0.123, and 0.275 for nor-
mal, 91T-, 91bg-, and 02cx-like SNe, respectively (see also Uddin
et al. 2017). Therefore, we believe that the observed normal SN Ia-
host relations are dominated by the diversity of SNe Ia progenitors.
3.4 Luminosity-weighted ages of SNe Ia host galaxies
In order to move from the qualitative description of the progen-
itor population ages of the SN Ia subclasses to the quantitative
ones, we determine the luminosity-weighted ages of their host galax-
ies.13 To conform to values used in the previous paper of our series
12 The elongations (b/a) of host galaxies are obtained from the fitted
25 mag arcsec−2 elliptical apertures in the g-band (see Subsection 2.2).
13 The luminosity-weighted ages of host galaxies are available in the online
version of this article (Supporting Information).
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Figure 9. Upper panel: cumulative distributions of SNe Ia host galaxy
luminosity-weighted ages. The mean ages (with standard errors) of the host
subsamples are shown by arrows (with error bars). Bottom panel: B-band
∆m15 values of the SN Ia subclasses versus luminosity-weighted ages of
host galaxies. Binned and averaged values of ∆m15 (bigger symbols) are
superposed on the original distributions (smaller symbols). Horizontal bars
show the bin sizes. Depending on the numbers of SNe Ia for certain sub-
classes, different binning sizes are selected to include sufficient numbers of
the objects.
(Barkhudaryan et al. 2019), we use the fixed redshifts of the galax-
ies to fit the PE´GASE.2 templates library (Fioc & Rocca-Volmerange
1997, 1999), comprised of various morphological/spectral types, to
the measured ugriz photometry of SN hosts. Five photometric val-
ues of a host galaxy (in some cases only four griz band values are
available, see Subsection 2.2) and its fixed redshift are used to select
the best locations of the values on the spectral energy distribution
(SED) templates. Accordingly, the best matched SED model and
corresponding luminosity-weighted age can be used from the col-
lection of all possible synthetic templates for different galaxy ages
(up to 19 Gyr). The luminosity-weighted stellar population ages are
very sensitive to recent star formation, i.e. bright young stellar popu-
lations get more weight in the estimated ages. An example of SN Ia
host galaxy photometry with its best template, and more informa-
tion on the SED fitting method can be found in Barkhudaryan et al.
(2019).
In the upper panel of Fig. 9, we present the cumulative distri-
butions of luminosity-weighted ages of normal and peculiar (91T-,
91bg-, and 02cx-like) SNe Ia host galaxies. Note that only about 10
per cent of the host galaxies in our sample have very late-type mor-
phologies (Scd–Sm, see Table 4) that generally exhibit stellar popu-
lations younger than a few Gyr (e.g. Gonza´lez Delgado et al. 2015).
Therefore, we have a deficit of hosts with ages less than a few Gyr in
our age calculations. The two-sample KS and AD tests in Table 11
show that the age distribution of normal SNe Ia hosts is consistent
with that of 91T-like SNe hosts, but significantly inconsistent with
those of 91bg- and 02cx-like SNe hosts. In comparison with hosts of
normal and 91T-like SNe, the ages of 91bg-like SNe hosts are older
on average, while the ages of hosts of 02cx-like events are younger.
These results are expected in light of those in Fig. 6 and Table 8,
when considering the u− r colour as a proxy for recent star forma-
tion or stellar population ages of galaxies.
In the bottom panel of Fig. 9, we show the distribution of the
B-band ∆m15 values of the SN Ia subclasses as a function of
luminosity-weighted ages of host galaxies. In analogy with the re-
sults in Table 9, the Spearman’s rank test, presented in Table 12,
shows that the significant correlation exists only between normal
SNe Ia LC decline rates and stellar population ages of their host
galaxies. These SNe Ia show an average increase in ∆m15 values
with an increase in host’s age. Using the SN Ia LC stretch instead of
∆m15, similar correlations between the SN LC and host parameters
have been shown many times in the literature (e.g. Neill et al. 2009;
Gupta et al. 2011; Johansson et al. 2013; Pan et al. 2014; Campbell
et al. 2016; Kang et al. 2020). The samples of these studies mostly
include normal SNe Ia events, thus not studying separately the cor-
relations for peculiar (91T-, 91bg-, and 02cx-like) SN Ia subclasses.
While, importantly we show that these peculiar SNe Ia subclasses
originate from host galaxies diverging in age (Table 11), however
taken separately their LC decline rates do not show dependencies on
host galaxy age, contrary to normal SNe Ia events (Table 12). These
results are in good support of those obtained in Subsections 3.2-
3.3 that 91bg-like SNe come only from old stellar population of
hosts, while 91T-like events originate only from young population
of galaxies, thus likely belonging to two unique classes of progeni-
tors.
In Table 12, for normal SNe Ia we check for the ∆m15 age corre-
lation in the two separate and narrower ∆m15 ranges. In the slower
declining range, normal SNe Ia keep the ∆m15 – age trend direc-
tion and significance, while in the faster declining range, the trend
becomes insignificant, hinting that the ∆m15 ranges and/or small
number statistics might play some role in the absence of the ∆m15
age trend for 91T- and 91bg-like SNe.
Interestingly, to study the connection between SNe Ia and their
host characteristics, Rose, Garnavich & Berg (2019) estimated the
hosts’ global stellar population ages as well as the local environment
ages around the sites of photometrically and spectroscopically clas-
sified SDSS II SNe Ia (103 events, z < 0.2). The authors noted that
the significant correlation between SN Ia LC properties/luminosity
and host stellar population age might be an effect of age step at
∼ 8 Gyr (corresponding to the jump in the average LC proper-
ties). Rose et al. also noted that both the local environment age and
global one show the equivalent correlations with the SNe proper-
ties, however, as expected, the age of the local stellar population is
younger than that of the global one for SN Ia in star-forming environ-
ments. With that in mind, we split the sample of normal SNe Ia into
two subsamples according to the host age step at 8 Gyr, and com-
pare the ∆m15 distributions between the subsamples (NSN = 107,
〈∆m15〉 = 1.10 ± 0.02 for host age 6 8 Gyr versus NSN = 196,
〈∆m15〉 = 1.24 ± 0.02 for host age > 8 Gyr). The two-sample
KS and AD tests show that the ∆m15 distributions are significantly
inconsistent between each other (PMCKS < 0.001, P
MC
AD < 0.001).
As expected from Fig. 9 and Table 12, galaxies with ages 6 8 Gyr
host on average slower declining/brighter SNe Ia (spectroscopically
normal) in comparison with older hosts. Note that a 3 Gyr varia-
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Table 11. Comparison of the distributions of host galaxy luminosity-weighted ages among different SN Ia subclasses.
Host subsample 1 vs Host subsample 2 PKS PAD PMCKS P
MC
AD
SN subclass NSN 〈host age〉 SN subclass NSN 〈host age〉
normal 303 9.9± 0.2 vs 91T 42 9.1± 0.6 0.211 0.310 0.211 0.325
normal 303 9.9± 0.2 vs 91bg 50 12.2± 0.4 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
normal 303 9.9± 0.2 vs 02cx 12 7.7± 1.4 0.029 0.016 0.030 0.030
91T 42 9.1± 0.6 vs 91bg 50 12.2± 0.4 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001 <0.001
91T 42 9.1± 0.6 vs 02cx 12 7.7± 1.4 0.052 0.038 0.051 0.049
91bg 50 12.2± 0.4 vs 02cx 12 7.7± 1.4 0.001 <0.001 0.001 0.002
Notes. The explanations for P -values are the same as in Table 3. The statistically significant differences between the distributions are highlighted
in bold.
Table 12. Results of Spearman’s rank correlation test for the B-band
∆m15 values of the SN Ia subclasses versus luminosity-weighted ages of
host galaxies.
SN subclass NSN Variable 1 vs Variable 2 rs Ps
normal 303 ∆m15 vs host age 0.314 <0.001
normala 189 ∆m15 vs host age 0.161 0.027
normalb 64 ∆m15 vs host age −0.059 0.644
91T 42 ∆m15 vs host age 0.154 0.330
91bg 50 ∆m15 vs host age 0.082 0.569
02cx 12 ∆m15 vs host age −0.264 0.406
Notes. The explanations for rs and Ps-values are the same as in Table 2.
a∆m15 ∼< 1.26 mag, similar to 91T-like SNe. b∆m15 ∼> 1.38 mag,
similar to 91bg-like events. Statistically significant correlations between
the variables are highlighted in bold.
tion in the host age step does not change the statistical behaviour of
the tests. Thus, the significant correlation seen in Table 12 is due to
a superposition of faster and slower declining normal SNe Ia from
older and younger stellar components of hosts, respectively (see also
Rigault et al. 2013, as measured by the environmental Hα emission
at the positions of SNe Ia).
This result can be explained considering the correlation between
56Ni mass synthesized in SN Ia and host galaxy age (e.g. Howell
et al. 2009). In this respect, Neill et al. (2009) suggested that the de-
tails of the 56Ni mass – age correlations in their study and in Howell
et al. (2009) imply an age step/threshold of about several Gyr for
SN Ia hosts, above which galaxies are less likely to produce SNe Ia
with 56Ni masses ∼> 0.5M, i.e. slower declining/brighter events.
It is important also to mention that the ∆m15 – morphology,
∆m15 – colour, and ∆m15 – log(M∗/M) correlations, we showed
in previous subsections for spectroscopically normal SN Ia, and the
∆m15 age correlation agree with one another in the sense that host
galaxy morphology, colour, mass, and age are correlated, with older
galaxies mainly being earlier type, redder, and more massive (e.g.
Gonza´lez Delgado et al. 2015). Therefore, the previously reported
correlations between LC properties of SNe Ia and physical param-
eters of their host galaxies are most likely originated from the dif-
ferences in host stellar population ages (see also earlier discussions
in Gupta et al. 2011; Rigault et al. 2013; Childress et al. 2014; Rose
et al. 2019; Kang et al. 2020).
3.5 Constraints on delay time distributions of SNe Ia
Current theoretical models of spectroscopically normal SNe Ia pro-
genitors predict that most likely their DTD peaks below/close to
1 Gyr, corresponding to the young/prompt component, then declines
fast by over two orders of magnitude at several Gyr (e.g. Yungelson
& Livio 2000; Greggio 2005; Childress et al. 2014). At redshifts near
zero (as in our sample), the SN Ia rate in evolved galaxies, from a
large volume, results in a bimodal shape of the distribution of SN Ia
progenitor ages, with assumption that galaxies have nearly constant
SFR (e.g. Childress et al. 2014). In such a bimodal age distribution,
the second peak includes old/delayed events at current epoch, which
are naturally absent at high redshifts. Young/prompt SNe Ia origi-
nate in actively star-forming galaxies, predominantly from progeni-
tors whose ages correspond to the first peak of the SN Ia progenitor
age distribution. While old/delayed SNe Ia originate in galaxies that
already have an old stellar component or they are entirely old whose
star formation ceased in the past. In such old stellar systems, the
DTD is lacking young/prompt events, meaning that delayed SNe Ia
occur from different age group of progenitors (e.g. Childress et al.
2014; Maoz et al. 2014). In this respect, the significant correlation
between the LC decline rates and the global host galaxy ages of
normal SNe Ia (see Subsection 3.4) is likely caused by the bimodal
behaviour of the age distribution of normal SN Ia progenitors, which
includes both the prompt events from young progenitors (slower de-
clining SNe Ia) and delayed SNe Ia from old systems (faster de-
clining events). On the other hand, the absence (non-significance)
of the mentioned correlation for peculiar (91T-, 91bg-, and 02cx-
like) SNe Ia and the observed differences in the properties of their
host galaxies (see Subsections 3.2 and 3.3) can be considered as evi-
dences for distinct (single-mode) behaviours of their progenitor age
distribution, thus distinct progenitor channels.
Our results on peculiar 91bg-like events agree with those of
Gonza´lez-Gaita´n et al. (2011), who found that subluminous/91bg-
like SNe (18 events with z 6 0.6) in their photometrically identified
SNe sample are mainly found in early-type hosts with almost no star
formation, and argued that these SNe come from a delayed progeni-
tor component with a Gaussian DTD centered around 6 Gyr, but with
large uncertainty up to ∼ 11 Gyr. Recently, Panther et al. (2019)
studied integral field observations of the hosts’ explosion sites of 11
spectroscopically identified 91bg-like events (z 6 0.04) and found
that the majority of the stellar populations in the vicinity of these
SNe locations are dominated by old stars with a lack of recent star
formation. The authors concluded that the DTD of 91bg-like SNe
is likely weighted toward long delay times, larger than ∼ 6 Gyr
(see also Crocker et al. 2017). Most recently, in Barkhudaryan et al.
(2019) we found that in elliptical host galaxies of SNe Ia, the age
distribution of 91bg-like SNe hosts (∼> 8 Gyr) does not extend down
to the stellar ages that produce significant u-band fluxes of their
early-type hosts, contrary to the hosts of normal SNe Ia. Therefore,
younger stars in elliptical galaxies do not produce 91bg-like SNe.
Our study includes the largest sample of 50 subluminous 91bg-
like SNe in a much wider morphological range of host galaxies than
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previous studies, and shows even more clearly that the progenitor
population age of these events is strongly weighted toward very old
ages (oldest among the other SN Ia subclasses, see Table 11 and
Fig. 9). More than 85 per cent of 91bg-like SNe hosts are older than
8 Gyr. As already mentioned, such delay times are much longer than
the delays of normal Type Ia SNe from star-forming environments,
whose DTD peaks between several hundred Myr and ∼ 1 Gyr (a
sharp initial peak) with a low tail at higher delay times (e.g. Chil-
dress et al. 2014). Therefore, most likely 91bg-like events originate
exclusively from old stellar population of host galaxies, and thus
these peculiar SNe Ia have no prompt component.
As in Barkhudaryan et al. (2019), we favour the DD channel for
the progenitors of these peculiar events that belong to the old stel-
lar components of galaxies (see also Ruiter et al. 2009; Gilfanov
& Bogda´n 2010; Lipunov et al. 2011): in particular the progenitor
models such as He-ignited violent mergers (CO WD primary with
He WD companion) might be appropriate for 91bg-like events (e.g.
Pakmor et al. 2013; Crocker et al. 2017). These models predict very
long delay times for subluminous 91bg-like SNe (∼> several Gyr).
On the other hand, the DD channel with CO WD primary and CO
WD companion (e.g. Pakmor et al. 2013) can provide an appropri-
ate DTD for normal SNe Ia with an initial peak below/close to 1 Gyr
and a tail up to about 10 Gyr, while most SD models predict few
or no SNe Ia at long delays (e.g. Childress et al. 2014; Maoz et al.
2014). In addition, Perets et al. (2019) showed that mergers of CO
WD with hybrid He-CO WD could also give rise to normal Type Ia
SNe whose synthetic LCs and spectra are consistent with those of
observed SNe Ia. These authors noted that together with the contri-
bution from mergers of massive double CO WDs that give rise to
more luminous SNe Ia, their models can potentially reproduce the
full range of normal SNe Ia, their DTD and rate.
Relatively younger global host ages of overluminous 91T-like
SNe (Fig. 9) can be explained in the context of shorter DTD in
comparison with that of 91bg-like events. In addition, 91T-like SNe
strongly prefer blue (Fig. 6) and late-type hosts (Fig. 4), and no such
an event is observed in old elliptical galaxies (Table 4), thus support-
ing shorter, i.e. relatively prompt DTD for these SNe. In this sense,
the DTD of the SD channel is different from that of DD one and
can be appropriate for 91T-like SNe (e.g. Fisher & Jumper 2015).
The DTD of SD channel has a sharp cutoff at 2-3 Gyr, because in
its original formulation a donor/companion star in an SD system is a
main sequence or red giant star with only a narrow range of masses
that could provide mass accretion at the sufficient rate resulting in a
stable burning and an explosion of WD (e.g. Han & Podsiadlowski
2004). Also, note that massive CO WD primaries in DD models are
naturally explode in more luminous SNe Ia (e.g. overluminous/91T-
like events). Such massive WDs, which originated from more mas-
sive intermediate-mass stars, in DD systems have delay times∼< sev-
eral hundred Myr (e.g. the violent WDs merger scenario; Ruiter et al.
2013), and is therefore expected in late-type star-forming galaxies.
These DTDs may seem too young in comparison with the global
age distribution of hosts (see Fig. 9 and Table 11), however, as men-
tioned in Subsection 3.4 for normal SN Ia in star-forming environ-
ments, the age of the local stellar population at the SN position is
younger (on average) than the global age of its host galaxies (e.g.
Rose et al. 2019). Therefore, in an ideal case, the stellar population
age obtained from the location of the SN in the host galaxy would
be preferable to the global host age that we estimate in the current
study (see also discussions in Gupta et al. 2011; Fisher & Jumper
2015). Consequently, additional local age-estimations are needed for
91T-like SNe to better test the DTDs of the SD and DD progenitors
models.
Despite the small number statistics of 02cx-like SNe, on average
their host galaxies have the youngest global ages (Fig. 9), latest mor-
phology (Fig. 4), bluest colour and lowest masses (Fig. 6) among the
other SN Ia subclasses, again strongly pointing to a shorter DTD for
the events. In our sample the host galaxy properties of 02cx-like SNe
are close to those of star-forming hosts of 91T-like SNe (see also Fo-
ley et al. 2009; Perets et al. 2010), however, their LC decline rates
are significantly different from those of 91T-like events (Fig. 3 and
Table 5) and fall off the SN Ia LC width-luminosity relation (see
e.g. Taubenberger 2017). The properties of 02cx-like SNe and evi-
dence of their short DTD suggest a binary system where 02cx-like
SN arises from massive CO WD that quickly accretes helium from
an He-star donor (e.g. Postnov & Yungelson 2014). Then accretion-
triggered explosion of a Chandrasekhar mass WD does not neces-
sarily fully disrupt the star. Among a variety of proposed scenarios,
this is now the leading model (see review by Jha 2017, and refer-
ences therein). This channel might be the dominant one for delays
of up to a few hundred Myr, above which hydrogen-accreting SD
and DD systems dominate (e.g. Claeys et al. 2014). Again, the stel-
lar population ages obtained at the locations of 02cx-like SNe in the
host galaxies would be preferable to the global host ages to better
test the DTD of the leading model.
4 CONCLUSIONS
In the seventh paper of a series, using a well-defined sample of Type
Ia SNe and their host galaxies, we comparatively analyse the rela-
tions between the LC decline rates and the global properties of hosts
of various SN Ia subclasses to better understand the diverse nature
of SNe Ia progenitors. The spectroscopic subclasses of SNe Ia (nor-
mal, 91T-, 91bg-, and 02cx-like) and their B-band LC decline rates
(∆m15) are carefully compiled from the available literature, while
the data of the SNe Ia host galaxies is a homogeneous set of con-
sistent measurements performed by the authors of this study. Our
sample consists of 394 relatively nearby (6 150 Mpc, the mean dis-
tance is 72 Mpc) E–Sm galaxies, which host 407 SNe Ia in total.
There is no strong redshift bias within our sample, which could
drive the observed relations between global properties of hosts and
extinction-independent LC decline rates of the SN Ia subclasses. In
addition, the representation of SN subclasses in our compilation and
in nearly complete volume-limited sample of the LOSS are not dif-
ferent statistically. However, due to the small number statistics of
02cx-like SNe, the results on these peculiar events and their hosts
should be considered with caution.
All the obtained results and their interpretations are summarized
below.
(i) In general, the B-band ∆m15 distribution of SNe Ia seems
to be bimodal (Fig. 3), with the second (weaker) mode mostly dis-
tributed within ∼ 1.5 to 2.1 mag. This faster declining range is gen-
erally occupied by 91bg-like (subluminous) events, while the ∆m15
of 91T-like (overluminous) SNe are distributed only within the first
mode at slower declining range (∆m15 ∼< 1.1 mag). The decline
rates of 02cx-like SNe are spread on the faster side of the ∆m15
distribution of normal SNe Ia. Statistically, all these distributions
are significantly different from one another (Table 5).
(ii) The host galaxies of normal, 91T-, and 91bg-like SNe Ia have
morphological type distributions that are significantly inconsistent
between one another (Fig. 4 and Table 6). Hosts of 91bg-like SNe
have, on average, earlier morphological types (〈t〉 ≈ 0) with a large
number of the events discovered in E–S0 galaxies. While hosts of
91T-like SNe have on average later morphological types (〈t〉 ≈ 4)
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with a single 91T-like event in the E–S0 bin (Table 4). The same
distribution of hosts of normal SNe Ia occupies an intermediate po-
sition between the host morphologies of 91T- and 91bg-like events.
The morphological distribution of 02cx-like SNe hosts is similar to
that of 91T-like SNe hosts.
(iii) As for galaxies in general, the distribution of SNe Ia hosts
in the u − r colour–mass diagram is bimodal (Fig. 5). The hosts of
91bg-like SNe are located in the Red Sequence of the diagram, most
of them have u − r colours ∼> 2 mag (i.e. above the Green Valley).
In comparison with hosts of normal, 91T-, and 02cx-like SNe, the
colour distribution of hosts of 91bg-like SNe are significantly red-
der (Table 8). Importantly, the bulk of hosts of 91bg-like SNe are
significantly massive (log(M∗/M) > 10.5) and old (more than
10 Gyr). The hosts’ mass (age) distribution is significantly inconsis-
tent with those of the other SN Ia subclasses (Tables 8 and 11). At the
same time, the colour (mass, age) distributions are not statistically
different between hosts of normal and 91T-like SNe. Finally, all the
host galaxies of 02cx-like SNe are positioned in the Blue Cloud of
the colour–mass diagram, mostly below the Green Valley (Fig. 6).
Their colour (mass, age) distribution is significantly bluer (lower,
younger) in comparison with that of normal SNe Ia hosts, but closer
to that of 91T-like SNe hosts.
(iv) As previously shown with smaller nearby SN Ia samples,
there is a significant correlation between normal SNe Ia LC decline
rates and global ages (morphologies, colours, and masses) of their
host galaxies (Tables 9 and 12). On average, those normal SNe Ia
that are in galaxies above the Green Valley, i.e. in early-type, red,
massive, and old hosts, have faster declining LCs in comparison with
those in galaxies below the Green Valley, i.e. in late-type, blue, less
massive, and younger hosts (Tables 7 and 10). The results suggest
that the observed correlations between normal SNe Ia LC decline
rates and global properties of host galaxies are due to a superposi-
tion of at least two distinct populations of faster and slower declining
normal SNe Ia from old (halo/bulge and old disc) and young (star-
forming disc) components of hosts, respectively dominating in the
Red Sequence and Blue Cloud of the colour–mass diagram.
(v) For the first time we show that, separately taken, the LC de-
cline rates of subluminous/91bg-like SNe and overluminous/91T-
like events do not show dependencies on the host galaxy morphology
and colour (Figs. 4, 7, and Table 9), but originate from different host
populations in colour–mass diagram, diverging in age. Therefore,
91bg-like SNe most likely come only from old stellar population of
hosts (halo/bulge and old disc components), while 91T-like events
originate only from young population of galaxies (star-forming com-
ponent). Probably, the decline rates of 02cx-like SNe also do not
show dependencies on hosts’ properties. On average, the youngest
global ages of 02cx-like SNe hosts and their positions in the colour–
mass diagram hint that these events likely originate from the young
stellar component, but they differ from 91T-like events in the LC
decline rate.
(vi) As in our previous study (Barkhudaryan et al. 2019), for the
progenitors of 91bg-like events we favour the DD channel, in par-
ticular the progenitor models such as He-ignited violent mergers
(CO WD primary with He WD companion, e.g. Pakmor et al. 2013;
Crocker et al. 2017). In agreement with our findings, these mod-
els predict very long delay times for subluminous 91bg-like SNe
(∼> several Gyr). In addition, the DD channel with CO WD pri-
mary and CO (or hybrid He-CO) WD companion (e.g. Pakmor et al.
2013; Perets et al. 2019) can provide an appropriate DTD for nor-
mal SNe Ia with an initial peak below/close to 1 Gyr and a tail up
to about 10 Gyr (e.g. Childress et al. 2014; Maoz et al. 2014). On
the other hand, the DTD of the SD channel has a sharp cutoff at
2-3 Gyr (e.g. Han & Podsiadlowski 2004) and can be appropriate
for 91T-like SNe. Note that massive CO WD primaries in DD mod-
els are naturally explode in more luminous SNe Ia and also can be
appropriate for these overluminous events (e.g. Ruiter et al. 2013).
Also, we show evidence of short DTD for 02cx-like SNe, which can
be interpreted within the leading model for the events (a binary sys-
tem where SN arises from massive CO WD that quickly accretes
helium from an He-star donor, and then explosion of WD does not
necessarily fully disrupt the star, e.g. Postnov & Yungelson 2014).
We stress again that, in an ideal case, the stellar population prop-
erties obtained from the SN location in the host galaxy would be
preferable to the global host properties that we estimated in our
study (e.g. Rigault et al. 2013; Rose et al. 2019; Panther et al. 2019).
Therefore, additional local age-estimations are needed for normal
and peculiar (91T-, 91bg-, and 02cx-like) SN Ia subclasses to more
precisely test the DTDs of the SD and DD progenitor models. Hope-
fully, the forthcoming Vera C. Rubin Observatory (formerly the
Large Synoptic Survey Telescope) will provide much bigger spec-
troscopic and photometric sample of relatively nearby SNe Ia that
will give an opportunity to better constrain the nature of their pro-
genitors.
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DATA AVAILABILITY
The database underlying this study is available in the online version
(Supporting Information) of the article. The first 10 entries of our
database of 407 individual SNe Ia (SN designation, spectroscopic
subclass, ∆m15, and corresponding sources of the data) and their
394 hosts (galaxy designation, distance, corrected ugriz apparent
magnitudes, morphological type, and luminosity-weighted age) are
shown in Table 13. The full table is available electronically in an
CSV file format. A portion is shown in Table 13 for guidance re-
garding its content and format.
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